
Will It Sink or Will It Float?  



Big Questions

What kinds of objects sink? 

What kinds of objects float?



Research: What Sinks? What Floats? 
Author: Jennifer Boothroyd
 

By reading What Sinks? What Floats? we learned the definitions of key words. We 
learned that float means “to rest on top of a liquid or to rise in the air.”  We also learned 
that sink means “to drop in a liquid or to fall down through the air.” Objects float when 
they sit on top of liquids, and objects sink when they go under liquids. 



Research: Floating and Sinking
Author: Amy S. Hansen 

In Floating and Sinking, we learned about density. Density is defined in this book as “the 
amount of mass something has compared to its volume or size.” Objects that have less 
density than water will float. If objects have more density than water, they will sink.



Research: SciShow Kids: Sink or Float?
Host: Jenni
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQuW8G2QV_Q&t=54s 

In SciShow Kids: Sink or Float? we learned about how density impacts whether or not 
objects will sink or float. Objects are more dense if they have more “stuff” in them than 
air. Objects are less dense if they have more air in them than “stuff.” Things that are 
dense are more likely to float than things that are not dense.



Hypothesis 

 Kindergarten, 43 students total,  made the following hypotheses:

A quarter will float: 20 students   The quarter will sink: 23 students

A Lego will float: 27 students The lego will sink: 16 students

An apple will float: 26 students The apple will sink: 17 students

A rubber duck will float: 40 students       The rubber duck will sink: 3 students

A metal race car will float: 13 students    A metal race car will sink: 30 students

A rubber band will float: 14 students       The rubber band will sink: 29 students

A pencil will float: 20 students       The pencil will sink: 23 students

A glue bottle will float: 20 students       The glue bottle will sink: 23 students

 



Beginning the Experiment, Making Predictions



Materials   
 quarter   

race car  

apple

pencil

Lego          

rubber band

rubber duck

glue bottle



Procedure 
● Students, in small groups, gathered materials.

● Students  individually made predictions about whether or not each object will sink 
or float, and colored in either the “floats” or “sinks” bubble by each picture on the 
recording sheet.

● In small groups, students tested each object, placing it in water, and recorded 
whether it sank or floated on their individual recording sheets.



Experiment in Action:



Variables 

● Controlled variable in our experiment: the experimental technique

                                          

● Changing variables during the experiment: the materials being tested.



Observations 
Mrs. Beckʼs Kindergarten observed that the following classroom objects sank 
under the water:

~ quarter   ~ race car

We observed that the following classroom objects floated on top of the 
water:

~ lego          ~ rubber duck

~ rubber band ~ glue bottle

~ apple ~ pencil



 Experiment Data:
Objects Predicted Float Predicted Sink End Result

Quarter 20 23 Sink

Lego 27 16 Float

Apple 26 17 Float

Rubber duck 40 3 Float

Metal race car 13 30 Sink

Rubber band 14 29 Float

Pencil 20 23 Float

Glue bottle 27 16 Float



Student Data Samples



Conclusions
Kindergarten drew the following conclusions:

The materials that floated in this experiment (Lego, apple, rubber duck, rubber 
band, pencil, and glue bottle) were less dense than the water. They were made of 
plastic, rubber, wood, and “apple.”

The materials that sank in this experiment (the quarter and metal race car) were 
denser than the water. Both of these materials were made of metal.



Reflection 

Student Reflection: If we did this experiment again, we would test some things we find 
outside in nature.

Teacher Reflection: If we did this experiment again, I would conduct the student 
predictions data pages in small groups instead of a large group to better ensure the 
integrity of the predictions data pages. A few students misunderstood the directions 
given in the larger group setting, and therefore, their written/colored notations on the 
data sheets did not accurately match their intended thoughts. 



Abstract

“Will It Sink or Will It Float?” is an experiment conducted by Kindergarten students. 
Students tested 8 objects made of different materials to observe whether each one 
would sink under water or float on top of it. Objects made of wood, plastic, and rubber, 
as well as an apple, floated in this experiment, while objects made of metal sank. 


